
Software Engineer Internship Program (Paid)

We are looking for computer science interns to fulfill our position of: Software Engineer Summer Intern(s). Please

submit written interest with a resume to careers@scripthealth.co

At Script Health, we’re building an industry-disrupting product. We are impacting the future of how healthcare will

be accessed and delivered to communities.

Guided by our shared values, we thrive in an environment where collaboration and openness are valued. We

believe that innovation is powered by perspective and that teamwork and respect for each other lead to superior

results. We elevate each other and obsess about doing the right thing. Our team members serve with humility and

a deep respect for each other.

About Us:

Script Health (https://www.scripthealth.co), a Public Benefit Corporation, is a secure pharmacy service that

enables pharmacists to provide easy access to essential and life-saving medications to improve health equity. The

company is .Pharmacy certified by the National Association Boards of Pharmacy. Script Health supporters include

Softbank, Techstars, Matter Healthcare, and the University of Chicago.

What We Are Looking For:

We are looking for Computer Science majors or other majors with proven experience in developing software. These

are the qualities for the position:
● You have a desire to break the barriers in how people receive essential and life-saving medicine

● Knowledge and passion for working with engineering teams on a day-to-day basis to explore emerging

technologies (APIs, database design, cloud architecture, UI design) and how they are used to deliver great

products

● You think strategically and are able to effectively identify opportunities for improved products

● You have a good level of intellectual curiosity and are comfortable with ambiguity.

● SCRUM and Agile experience is a plus.

Your Intern Experience:

You will bring your talent and passion as a software developer intern to assist in building our flagship product from

ideation to a functional product. In this position, you will:

● Collaborate with our team of seasoned healthcare and product leaders to code both back-end and

front-end features of our product

● Contribute to our end-to-end product lifecycle for our application. This will include the technical analysis

of requirements, development of the software, builds, deployment, monitoring, and feedback.

● If you find a new way of structuring a feature, let us know. We will learn from you as much as you will

learn from us.

● Shape the future of the company and its culture

Compensation & Timeline Details:

This is a paid internship at a rate of $20, hourly. The internship is 8 - 10 weeks. We are flexible on start and end

times. Your time commitment will be between 40 hours per week. This will include your time spent on daily

stand-up meetings Monday to Friday, and working sessions with our software advisor and product manager.
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The purpose of this internship is to help you grow in your career by working on a high-energy team dedicated to

making real-world change. We are seeking to foster long-term relationships as we continue to grow our software

engineer team.

Why Join Us?

These are a few of the many benefits to working with an up-and-coming startup.

● You will be one of the first developers working collaboratively with a talented team of seasoned product

and healthcare leaders

● We recently graduated from SoftBank and WeWork Lab’s accelerator program, Emerge. We have the

momentum to continue on in building our company from scratch.  Read about us on TechCrunch.

● Our clients and stakeholders include a group of leading technology and healthcare organizations. They

include the following:

How to Apply:

If you are interested in the internship, please email your resume to careers@scripthealth.co and tell us why you are

interested in Script Health in your email.
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